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This deliverable only describes operational SW assets (even though beta) that are tested and                           
documented. It should be noted, however, that an additional software asset (2.2e Performance                         



































       
This asset offers a ready­to­deploy server­side implementation of a data collection and storage                         
service. It takes care of authentication (which is performed by the Authentication and Authorization                           
asset, 2.4a) and supports current standards for exchange of interaction data, being designed to                           



































































The component analyses a text and is focused on the identification of six major sentiment                             
valences (excited, sad, scared, angry, tender and happy). Our model integrates Cohesion Network                         
Analysis from the ReaderBench framework with a wide variety of lexical resources (e.g., General                           
Inquirer, Laswell dictionary, SenticNet, EmoLex, SenticNet, GALC, ANEW, LIWC, and Hu­Liu                     
polarity lists for English language; Affective norms for French words and emoLex for French                           
language), as well as the sentiment analysis model from Stanford Core NLP, based on recursive                             
deep networks. Given an input text, this component returns a normalized score expressing the                           


























This asset provides a central location where client­side assets can authenticate and locate                         
server­side assets, including analytics. Servers can also register to locate other servers and be                           
locatable by clients, restricting access using configurable roles. This asset is a spin­off from the                             
































This asset provides a ready­to­use a user­friendly website where stakeholders (from instructors to                         
policy­makers) can configure a dashboard with different visualizations of the data gathered by the                           





It offers a variety of advanced visualizations, analysis tools and joint reports across different game                             
sessions. Each stakeholder only has access to data that they are authorized to see: developers                             
can see anonymized analytics for their games' players, teachers can only access analytics from                           


























This asset allows games (or indeed any authenticated client or server) to store small amounts of                               
data in the server, associated to arbitrary keys, and later retrieve, modify or erase this data. This                                 
allows, for example, high­score tables to be persisted, or players to save their games and continue                               
playing later from a different device.  
 
This is the server counterpart to the Client­side Game Storage Asset (2.4c.c), which provides a                             
simple client­side library to store, modify, retrieve and delete the data managed by this asset.  
Current status 
 
This asset is fully functional. 
 
(For user documentation, please refer to the client­side asset) 
 
Links 
 
● Sources 
https://github.com/e­ucm/rage­gamestorage­server 
● Release 
https://github.com/e­ucm/rage­gamestorage­server/releases 
● Design 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1j2Mb7k8PEAJeK5e­j5qXtMs2­JzWWFNMR__C9NS
tG_k/edit?usp=sharing 
● REST API documentation 
http://e­ucm.github.io/rage­gamestorage­server/ 
● Launcher (launches 2.1b + 2.4a + 2.4b + 2.4.c.s) 
https://github.com/e­ucm/rage­analytics 
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2 CONCLUSIONS 
 
WP2 presents significant challenges in its main goal of producing assets that focus on different 
perspectives of data collection (e.g. interaction data vs. emotion data) but can be seamlessly 
combined in game development projects. 
This first deliverable includes prototypes for WP2’s core server­side assets, and demonstrates 
significant progress towards the goals of WP2. 
All assets in this deliverable will continue to be improved, based partly on the feedback resulting 
from inclusion into RAGE pilots. 
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